can be oovered by t sets of k-times less diameter. Lenz [4] showed that tg(2) » 7. From the paper [2] of Bersuk it results that tg(3) « 20. The following theorem shows that in fact we have t 2 (3) * 14.
Theorem* Any bounded subset of B^ oan be oovered with 14 sets of three-times less diameter. The above number is best possible: the disk of diameter 1 cannot be covered by 13 sets of diameter 1/3.
Proof. I. Obviously, to prove the first statement of our theorem it is sufficient to oonsider the covering of every set of diameter 1 by sets of diameter smaller or equal 1/3. What is more, it is sufficient to do this with a universal cover of sets of diameter 1, i.e. with a set whiah oan cover any set of diameter 1. We need a relatively small universal cover, namely the octagon of Pal [5] , the form of which is reminded below. In a regular hexagon S with the distance 1 
Pig.1
We omit an easy but tedious calculation which shows that the diameters of equal to, respectively, d^ = = dtb^^) -0.32, d 2 II. For the proof of the second part of Theorem suppose that the diBk D«bf diameter 1 can be covered by 13 sets of diameters 1/3. Our purpose is to get a contradiction.
Since any set and its closure are of the same diameter, our supposition implies that there exists a family J of 13 closed sets of diameter 1/3, the union of which oovers the disk 2» Let i P denote the family of sets of i , any of whioh has at least two points on the cirole C bounding the disk D. It is clear that the intersection of two disks with the centers in the two points and of diameter 1/3 contains this set from whioh the points are taken. Thus the center a of D is in a distance greater than 1/6 from any set of P . Consequently, the sets of i P are disjoint with a circle £ with the center a and with a radius greater than 1/6. Since we need at leaBt 3 sets of i to cover E, the .family 9 contains at most 10 sets.
If S e i P , then diam(S nC) v < diam S = 1/3 and then the set S n c is contained in an arc of diameter 1/3 of the circle C. This aro is based on the angle 2«arc sin(1/3) « 38°56'. Since 18*arc sin(l/3) < 360°, we have that P contains at least 10 sets.
We have shown that ! P consists of exactly 10 sets. Let an orientation of C be fixed. Any set of P is closed and has non-empty intersection with C and thus there exists in this set the first (in the meaning of our orientation) point of C. Sinoe the union of any 9 sets of ! P does not oover C, the first points are different. Denote them (in order according to our orientation) by and denote the corresponding sets by S..,... ,S.,f.. Moreover, it will be Convenient to Thus really, when 3-and 6 are fixed, the distance d(7 2 »75 i ) iB tjll e smallest for a = £ .
2. If oc = p and if 5 is fixed, then the distance d(7 2 ,7^) is the smallest for 3* equal to » 2 arc sin(l/3). In facts if 3" decreases, then also -a+x+P decreases and consequently, <3(72*75^ increases (note that 7 2 , y^ lie on the circles of radius 1/3 with the centers x^, xg, respectively, and that the? are on the other side of the straight line through x^t Xg than a). On the other hand, <$ oannot be greater than 2 arc sin(l/3) because d(x^,x^) i1/3. Prom considerations of the above steps 1-3 we conclude that d (y2»3^5^ > possible positions of y 2 and ^5* ends the proof of (2) .
Next, we show that
To fix our mind, we sluill show (3) for the points y 2 , 7g« which does not make our consideration narrower. Consider the diametral segment of C parallel to the segment x^xrj. Since 8 arc sin(l/3) < 180°, points x^, x g , x 1 are on one side of this diametral segment. Its endpoints are denoted by p, t as in Pig.5» Let P, T be the circles of radius 1/3 with the centers x 1 , x 7 , respectively. The interPig. 5 sections of the segment pt with P and T are denoted by r and s, respectively. Obviously, d(p,r)< d(x^,r) » 1/3 and d(s,t) <d(s,Xy) = 1/3. Thus from d(p,t) = 1 we obtain that d(r,s) >1/3.
Let 9 =<x^axy, ip=<x^ay 2 , w*<x^ap. Obviously, < y 2 a*3 * v and "ttaxy = u. Therefore <p + % + 2iy « 360° and 2w + % » 180°. Henoe i p = (360° -</ > -% )/2 = = (360° -<p -180° + 2u)/2 = (90° -<p/2) +u. Sino» 9/2 < < 4 aro ain(l/3) « 77°52' < 90°, we have Thus y 2 , and similarly also yg, lie on this side of the diametral segment pt whioh does not oontain points x^, x^. Moreover, y 2 e P, e T, So d(y 2 ,yg)> d(r,s). Consequently, from d(r,s) > 1/3 we get d(y 2 ,y 6 ) > 1/3. Thus (3) holds.
Suppose that y^ e S^. Then from (2) and (3) it follows th a* 7 4 » 7 5 » 78^S13* If y 6 6 S 13 than » ** ^ and also y 2 , y^t y^, y 1Q t S^ in contradiction with (1) . So y 6 t S 13 . Thus S 13 n y c {y 1t y 2 , y-j, y 9> y 1Q }. If y 3 c then from (2) and (3) we obtain that y 9 , 7io* S 13 whioh tradiots (1). Therefore S 13 . Similarly, we show that y g *S 13 . So s 1 3 n Yc{y 1 , y 2 , y 10 }. A contradiction with (1) . We see that the supposition y^ e S 13 is false.
Analogically as we obtained that 7-j ^ S 13» w ® & et tix at y^S.^, i « 1,...,10. Thus S 13 nY = 0, which contradicts (1). This oontradiotion shows that our supposition about the possibility of covering D by 13 sets of diameter 1/3 is false.
